
After a few years of rapid growth, 

Collective Insights, a full-service 

management and technology 

consulting firm, turned to Brown Bag 

to help them rethink their brand and 

approach to marketing.

While their success had brought 

increased opportunity, recognition, 

and hiring demands, they needed to 

elevate their overall brand to 

reinforce their expertise. Through 

messaging that represented their 

client-first mentality, value-driven 

sales tools, employee workshops and 

an updated website, Brown Bag 

helps CI communicate the value they 

bring to each partnership.  



Brown Bag to developed foundational messaging that positioned Collective Insights as an industry leader, emphasizing that unl ike “one-size-

fits-all” firms, they are nimble enough to customize solutions that fit the unique needs of each client. We refreshed the brand’s visual style to 

reflect this updated positioning and integrated it into new sales tools.
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Next, Brown Bag designed a new website that both demonstrates Collective Insights’ depth of knowledge and one-of-a-kind company culture. 

With an updated tagline, streamlined copy, professional new imagery, and sleek UX (including an extensive Thought Leadership section), this 

website puts the company’s best foot forward as the window to the brand.
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https://www.collectiveinsights.com/
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In order to drive visitors to Collective Insights’ new website, Brown Bag developed organic and paid social media programs. Using specific 

targeting for LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook, Brown Bag reaches potential clients and employees—and drives them to action.



Right Place
Collective Insights’ ad groups have the 

highest impression share vs. 

competitors and top-of page rate of 
80% or higher.
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More Visits
Website sessions are up 206% since 

paid advertising began. 48% of site visits 

are attributed to Twitter ad click. 

Right People
BBM was able to target upper level 
management at companies in the 

financial, real estate, and retail 
sectors. 


